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Overview

Yukon is a solitaire game which provides scope for skillful manipulation.    The object is to 
build upon the four foundations from ace to king, following in suit, using cards available from
the tableau.    Cards at the bottom of each row of the tableau are available for the 
foundations or to be built upon by a card of next lower rank and of opposite color.    Available
for building is any face up card in a different row, regardless how deeply buried.    Whenever 
a pile is cleared of face up cards, the top face down card may be turned over.    A space 
created by the removal of all cards from a row may be filled only with a king.



Moving Cards

Face up cards may be Moved by dragging them.    Place the mouse pointer on the card to be
moved, and while depressing the left mouse button, move it to the new location.

If moving a card that is covered by other cards, take care to place the pointer so that it 
points only to that card, not to those covering it.    Such card, together with all that cover it 
may be picked up and Moved as a unit.    (Note only single cards available from the bottom 
of a row may be moved to the foundations.)

An outline of the card(s) is created when in transit and valid settling points are highlighted 
when the moved card passes over such an area.    When the appropriate highlight is visible, 
release the mouse button and the cards will remove themselves from their original position 
and be placed in the desired one.    Releasing the button when no highlight is visible ends the
move operation without change.

In the special instance of moving a card from the bottom of a column to the foundation, an 
alternative of double clicking on the card is provided.    Double clicking on an ace will, for 
example, place it immediately on the next open space in the foundation row.



Undo

The last move made can be "undone" by first selecting Game from the Menu bar and then 
the menu item Undo.    This menu item is grayed at the start of a New Game or 
immediately after a previous move was "undone".



Playing Pyramid

When a New Game is started, the cards are dealt into seven piles forming the tableau, 
using all 52 cards in the pack    The seven cards at the bottom of each column of the tableau 
may be built upon by a card of the next lower rank and opposite color.    Aces may be built on
deuces, but not kings on aces.

Available for building is any face up card in the tableau, regardless how deeply buried.    
Such card, together with all that cover it, may be picked up and moved as a unit.

Aces at the bottom of a column may be moved up to form the foundation row above the 
tableau.    Similarly, as they become available, cards of the next higher rank and of the same
suit may built upon the foundations, ace through king.

Whenever face up cards are cleared off a pile, the top face down card may be turned over 
making it available by clicking on it using the left mouse button.

Spaces created by removal of an entire column may only be filled by a king.    Any face up 
king is available for this purpose, covering cards being moved as a unit.



Help

Choosing Help from the menu bar creates a pop-up menu which allows for several choices:
-Help on Help provides basic information on using Help.
-Choosing Overview gives general information about playing Yukon.
-Index provides a list of topics for which Help is available.
-About Yukon... provides some information about this program.



Exiting

To Exit the program simply select the Games menu item followed by Exit from the Yukon 
Menu bar or activate the System Menu and choose Close.



Tableau

The card layout, generally face up, upon which building or card selection takes place.



Click

To click on an object is to place the mouse cursor on it and press and release a mouse 
button, often the left one.    To double click, is to click twice in rapid succession.



Grayed

Referring to a menu item, which when displayed in gray type as opposed to the usual black, 
indicates the item is unavailable for selection, that is temporarily disabled.



Foundation

Cards segregated in a row at the top of the screen above the tableau.    The four foundations
in Yukon are four piles ace through king, each pile in the same suit.



Drag

To use the mouse to move a graphic object about the screen, usually by placing the mouse 
cursor on the object, depressing a mouse button and moving the cursor to the desired 
position.


